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Foreword
Please note that the content of this  
Annual Report was created prior  
to March 2020.

At the time of publication, it is impossible 
for us to determine the precise 
consequences of the COVID-19 crisis. 

Nevertheless, the pandemic is likely to have 
a significant impact on Soletanche Bachy’s 
activities, and we anticipate a sharp but 
temporary decline in sales in 2020.

We are doing everything to bounce  
back quickly as soon as the health  
crisis has been brought under control.

Rueil-Malmaison, April 6, 2020



Soletanche Bachy

Employees
9,080

2019 revenue
1,574 M€

La Rotule quay,  
Fos-sur-Mer, France  
At the Grand Port Maritime in Marseille, 
which activity is growing fast, Soletanche 
Bachy built a 240m long extension  
for a container quay, to a depth of 17m.  
The works include the connection to two 
existing quays as part of an expansion of 
the container handling capacity. Our teams 
have implemented an alternative solution 
using diaphragm walls.  This project was 
completed with ForSHORE, Soletanche 
Bachy’s new brand for maritime works.

Three questions to…

What were the key events  
for the company in 2019?

First and foremost, safety! We must not become 
complacent or lower our guard, because nothing can  
ever be taken for granted. But thanks to the commitment  
of our teams and their transparency, the safety culture  
is gaining ground everywhere across the group.

In 2019, we worked on over 4,000 projects, including 
showcase projects such as the Grand Paris Express,  
the construction of the largest shopping mall in Warsaw, 
the foundations of Hong Kong airport’s third runway,  
or repair works on the Boone dam in Tennessee.  
Our teams have also won major new contracts,  
such as the Annacis Island waste water treatment plant  
in Canada, City Rail Link C3 contract (in cooperation 
with VINCI Construction Grands Projets) in Auckland, 
or Phase III of the Port 2000 extension in Le Havre.

These successes have led to an increase in our backlog, 
which is now close to €2 billion. We have also seen  
our profitability rise quite uniformly across all  
our geographies. These results seem to indicate that  
our strategy, based on strong local roots, is the right 
one. Now the time has come to convert the try!

And lastly, we have continued to innovate, through the 
launch of Z-Lyze, our big data platform which to date 
has been deployed across more than 1,000 jobsites. 

What are your priorities for 2020?

Our goal is to become the preferred ground engineering 
contractor, delivering the best global performance on 
each market.

And to achieve this, our strategy is very clear:
- Push further our local rooting; 
-  Leverage locally on our global presence, by further 

strengthening the collaboration between Soletanche 
Bachy Major Projects and our local business units;

-  Develop new lines of business, such as ForSHORE, 
our brand specializing in ports and maritime works;

- Innovate and accelerate our digital transformation. 

Main contracts acquired in 2019

  C3 package for City Rail Link, Auckland, New Zealand
  Phase III (berths 11 and 12) for Port 2000, Le Havre, France
  Shafts and tunnels for Annacis Island wastewater treatment plant, Canada
  Extension of Hyatt hotel, Mexico City, Mexico
  Phase 2 of Ituango dam, Colombia

On cover

To become the preferred  
ground engineering contractor, 
delivering the best global 
performance on each market.”#fostergrowth

Christophe Dauchy,Christophe Dauchy, Chief Executive Officer 

Soletanche Bachy is a world leader  
in foundations and soil technologies.  
The group has around 80 subsidiaries  
and agencies operating in 60 countries  
to offer effective and innovative solutions 
to public and private clients. The Group 
operates as a general contractor and a 
specialist subcontractor to design, build, 
rehabilitate and maintain infrastructure: 
ports, dams, car parks, metros, tunnels, 
energy facilities, buildings, etc.

In early 2020, you launched an Environmental 
Action Plan. What are its main lines?

All of society, our communities, and our clients  
are really asking us for concrete actions in response  
to today’s environmental challenges.

With our Action Plan, we have set ourselves an 
ambitious goal: to reduce our greenhouse gas emissions 
by 40% between now and 2030 (scopes 1 and 2). We will 
also be placing a special focus on treating and recycling 
our waste, and significantly reducing our cement 
consumption (scope 3) in the coming years.

True to our DNA, we favour a pragmatic and local 
approach. Each of our subsidiaries will develop its own 
Action Plan and we will be vigilant and make sure that 
each of them is relevant, high-impact and truly applied.
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Daniel ViarguesDaniel Viargues
Managing Director - 
Eurofrance area

Stéphane AbryStéphane Abry
Managing Director

Serge BorelSerge Borel
Executive Vice President  
in charge of the Technical, 
Marketing and 
Equipement Division

Maia-Gaëlle Maia-Gaëlle 
LacassagneLacassagne
Human Resources Director

Philip HinesPhilip Hines
Managing Director - 
United Kingdom area

Jean-Luc GobertJean-Luc Gobert
Managing Director -  
Africa area /  
Director of Major  
Projects division

Wolf Kurzel-Wolf Kurzel-
RuntscheinerRuntscheiner
Legal Director

Bernard ThéronBernard Théron
Bessac President

Pierre Guiot  Pierre Guiot  
du Doignondu Doignon
Managing Director - 
Iberoamerica area

From left  From left  
to right:to right:

Lorenzo AlessiLorenzo Alessi
Quality, Safety, 
Environment Director

Laurent LefebvreLaurent Lefebvre
Managing Director - 
Eastern Europe, Turkey, 
Middle East,  
Central Asia area

Raphaël MailhéRaphaël Mailhé
Executive Vice President  
in charge of the 
Administrative and 
Financial Division

Alexandre Alexandre 
MiletitchMiletitch
Communications  
Director

Nicolas PatrierNicolas Patrier
Operations Director

Julien LandrotJulien Landrot
Managing Director –  
Asia Pacific Area

Christophe DauchyChristophe Dauchy
Chief Executive  
Officer

Mark Bader-Mark Bader-
HellstromHellstrom
Managing Director -  
North America area

Soletanche Bachy

Governance
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Subways

Grand Paris Express, France
Soletanche Bachy France is working with Bessac and Soletanche Bachy Tunnels, our subsidiaries 
specialised in tunnels, on T2A, T3A and T3B packages of the Line 15 South of the future Grand Paris 
Express metro. Our teams delivered 7 stations and several additional structures using diaphragm 
walls (down to 70 metre depth). They also started boring the tunnels with three tunnel-boring 
machines. In addition, we have also used grouting and freezing techniques to make drilling possible 
for a station located under neighbouring buildings.

Urban development

Młociny gallery, Warsaw, Poland  
Soletanche Polska executed geotechnical works for the 

construction of the new shopping centre Młociny, the 
largest one in Warsaw. We implemented an optimised 
solution comprising diaphragm walls over 1,000lm at 

an average depth of 16 metres, nearly 900 ground 
anchors and over 2,300 micropiles. The first clients 

came into the shopping mall May 23, 2019. 

Shopping  
centres

Soletanche Bachy

Mohammed VI Tower, Rabat, Morocco  
In 2022, the Mohammed VI Tower in Rabat will become the tallest 
building in Morocco, and one of the tallest in all Africa. Driven by 
Soletanche Bachy International and Solsif Maroc, this outstanding project 
is notable for the close internal collaboration between the Group’s various 
divisions to create the building’s foundations. 3,000 stones columns,  
over 100 barrettes and 1,800 CFA piles have been used for this project.. 

Buildings

Downtown infrastructure, 
Auckland, New Zealand  
To host international events, the city  
of Auckland launched the Downtown 
Infrastructure Development Programme 
(DIDP). Its aim is to make the waterfront more 
resistant to earthquakes, more pleasant and 
functional. Soletanche Bachy International has 
designed an alternative foundation solution 
that combines piles, anchors, and jet grouting.
#careforall

#fostergrowth

#fostergrowth

#makingyourdayeasier
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Airports Dams

Buildings

New runway for Hong-Kong airport, China

Boone Dam, Tennessee, USA

University Tower, Mexico City, Mexico

For the construction of Hong-Kong airport’s third runway, Soletanche Bachy is carrying out one of the 
largest-ever Geomix® ground reinforcement projects. For this outstanding project, 16 bespoke compact 
Cutter Soil Mixing (CSM) machines have been designed and manufactured in order to install close to 
85,000 CSM panels with restricted headroom and without altering the airport’s operations. In order to 
protect biodiversity, especially pink dolphins living in the Pearl river delta, the pace of the works has 
been adapted to the observations of a team dedicated to supervising marine wildlife in the area.

The teams from our subsidiary Nicholson Construction, in joint venture with Soletanche Bachy 
International, are building a massive, underground cutoff wall at Boone Dam (255-metre length and 
50-metre depth), which requires drilling in very hard rock. To do this, we are using the secant pile wall 
method with RCD. It will be the final, major piece of a composite seepage barrier designed to stop 
internal erosion of the dam’s earthen embankment.

This mixed-used building with commercial and housing spaces will comprise 58 storeys and  
18 circular basement levels. It is constructed on a foundation system comprised of barrettes at 74 
metres depth and a self-supporting circular diaphragm wall at 48 metres, both built by our Mexican 
subsidiary Cimesa. The concreting of the slab required yet another magnificent performance by the site 
team, with more than 1000 m3 concreted to a depth of 48 m in 12 hours!

Soletanche Bachy

#accesspower

#makingyourdayeasier #fostergrowth

#makingyourdayeasier
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Port of Barranquilla, Colombia 
Soletanche Bachy Cimas, one of the Group’s 
Colombian subsidiaries, delivered the repair 
and extension of 800 metres of quay. Our 
teams have implemented a solution combining 
soil improvement, boring piles, driven steel 
piles, a precast concrete structure (pile caps, 
prestressed precast beams and deck panels, 
built at the PREFA plant in Bogota), and  
a 15 cm concrete cast in-situ slab as topping. 
The use of precast piles and beams allowed to 
speed up the works and reduce the impact on 
the exploitation of the existing quay. This 
project was completed with ForSHORE, 
Soletanche Bachy’s new brand  
for maritime works.

Ports

Thames Tideway, London  
As part of the London sewer upgrade program, 

Soletanche Bachy is working on the construction of  
2 tunnel sections and 5 large shafts. 75% of the special 

works have now been completed: deep Hydrofraise® 
shafts (up to 75 metres in depth), connections to 

existing elements via dedicated structures (KS wall, 
secant piles, etc.), grouting for the entrance and exit of 

the tunnel-boring machine expected in 2020, soil 
improvement using Deep Soil Mixing process, and 

various jet grouting consolidations. 

Water 
management

Lorong Kuda, Kuala Lumpur, Malaysia  
Acting as a general contractor, Soletanche Bachy is building  
a new underground access to the KLCC housing and commercial 
complex, located in the centre of Kuala Lumpur. These works take 
place in a very dense urban environment, which requires very 
complex planning and methods. The foundations are comprised 
of diaphragm walls, bored piles, micropiles and jet grouting. 

Urban development

Soletanche Bachy

Other 2019 important projects

  Trocka metro station, Warsaw, Poland 
  Testimonio II, Monaco
  Edificio Playa Cochoa building,  
Viña Del Mar, Chile

  Muelle C extension, Montevideo, Uruguay
  Subansiri dam, India
  Canakkale Bridge, Turkey
  Fresh water storage tank, Dubai

  Salé marine outfall, Morocco
  Meudon railway tunnel, France
  Launch of the new brand ForSHORE, 
dedicated to ports and maritime works

  Launch of Z-Lyze, Soletanche Bachy’s Big 
Data platform

  Launch of grippers kit for compact 
Hydrofraise® HC05, France

#fostergrowth

#careforall #greenisgreat

#makingyourdayeasier #fostergrowth

Find out moreFind out more
www.soletanche-bachy.com
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